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Who We are

Indigenous Cultural Helper Team

• Emil Durocher, Fishing Lake

• Alvina Yellowknee, Bigstone Cree Nation

• Noella Cardinal, Frog Lake First Nation 

• Janice Shirt, Saddle Lake First Nation/Enoch 

• Jennifer Anderson, Gift Lake

• Chrystal Newton, Fishing Lake

• Brittney Malkewich, High Prairie, AB

• Gary Moostoos, Sturgeon Lake Cree Nation

We honor & celebrate the diversity amongst 
Nations/Communities.



We are very proud. We are a unique nationally recognized program, the only 
one of its kind in Canada to offer Cultural Helper services. We are mentoring 
other provinces and hospitals how to start up similar programming. It has now 
been over 20 years since our first Cultural Helper.

We are here to:

• To foster a spirit of accessible care and advocacy for Indigenous (First Nations,
Métis & Inuit) people seeking cultural support within hospitals, community
centres, as well as walk-ins to guide them through various life situations and
crisis circumstances.

• To journey in both worlds – to provide services for Indigenous patients and their
families & build understanding with Alberta Health Services care providers.

• We are guided & supported by Traditional Elders and our knowledge of
Indigenous languages.

Why Are We Here



Spiritual Journey



Pre-Contact Health and Illness

• Self-sufficient hunting and 

gathering communities

• Lived in small groups 

during the winter; gathered 

for celebrations & 

ceremonies in summer

• Infectious disease – seems 

to be rare

• Injuries from life on the 

land - Usual bites, stings, 

cuts, bruises and broken 

bones

• Occasional food scarcity
1857 – Cree Encampment 

Hind Expedition, Library & Archives of Canada C-20253



Traditional Medicine System

•Holistic medicine – included physical, 

spiritual, mental and emotional

•Emphasized balance

•Ceremonies

•Herbal remedies

•Traditional health practices

Child on a traditional cradleboard,  1926

Photograph by Edward Curtis, Chipewyan and Western Woods Cree, in 

Northwestern University Collection



The Metis Nation of Alberta

•Formation of a new Aboriginal people Métis - Gradual 
establishment of distinct Métis communities outside First 
Nations and European settlements based on  intermarriages 
between the two 1815  First Métis National flag - following 
the Battle of Seven Oakes –the infinity symbol on the flag 
means “The joining of two cultures, the existence of a 
people forever.”
1821-1870.
Definition of distinct way of Métis life, distinct language, 
Métis music and artistry is defined.
•1869-1885 Red River resistance and Battle of Batoche



Metis Nation of Alberta

•1885-1950 Métis – live on ‘road allowances’ as they are forced 
from their lands.

•1930-1960 Métis begin to organize.

•Dec 28, 1932-Formation of the Métis 
Association of Alberta, ST. Albert  - one of their objectives was to 
provide a better system of medical attention for Metis people.

•1938-establishment of the Métis Settlements of Alberta



The Metis Nation of Alberta

•Métis are not covered under the Indian Act 1876 and are ineligible 
to access health programs and services, education and social 
programs available to First Nations and Inuit.

•Not being registered or enumerated affects the ability of 
statisticians to fully study the health of Métis - Lack of Métis 
population health data.

•Access and provisional health care for Métis remains the mandate 
of provincial and territorial healthcare systems.

•Limited opportunities for Métis to self identify.

•Minimal health specific health research, lack of infrastructure, 
resources and funding. Growing physical problems in Métis 
communities, lack of access to health programs and services.

NAHO – Métis Center



After European Contact

Historical that have affected Indigenous Health



Historical events that have affected Indigenous Health



Outlawing of traditional practices and ceremonies, 

clothing, customs and language

1895 –outlawed traditional clothing and 

sundances.

1915 - Aboriginal spiritual ceremonies 

were outlawed including:

Sweat lodges 

 Feasts

•Many other Ceremonial items

and regalia was confiscated and sold.

•Traditional dances only allowed 

as shows for non- Aboriginal people



Health Status

Statistics

Diabetes: Aboriginal people are 4 times more likely to report living with diabetes 
than the Canadian population.(1)

Foster Care: Aboriginal children are 15x more likely to be taken into care by child 
welfare authorities (Hard, C & Bellamy 2013).

Suicide: In Alberta, Aboriginal people represented 13% of all suicidal behaviour 
cases in 2006/07.(4) In some communities suicide is 800 times higher than the 

national average and in others it is unheard of. (NCCAH, An Overview of Aboriginal 
Health, 2013).

Obesity: Rates of adult obesity in FN off-reserve communities = 26.1%, Inuit = 
26.4%, Métis = 23.9%, non-aboriginal adults = 16.6% (Aboriginal Peoples Survey, 

2006 & PHAC, 2009)



Barriers To Health Care

Systemic

otransportation

oFNIHB coverage/ no coverage for 
Metis

owait lists

oservice availability

Socio-economic

ocost of transportation

ocost of care, service

ochild care costs

Discrimination

History with the Health system

Cultural Insensitivity

olanguage

oillness perspectives



Janice Shirt – AHS Indigenous Cultural Helper and 

Residential School Survivor

My name is Janice Shirt – I’m from the Pakan Cree Tribe, currently named 

Saddle Lake Cree Nation of Treaty 6 Territory. I am a 3th generation 

Residential School Survivor and I’m an Indigenous Cultural Helper within 
Alberta Health Services.

I wish to share with you that my parents, grandparents and great 

grandparents all went to Blue Quills Residential School. My family has been 

living in a cycle of trauma since we were taken from our families, homes, 

communities and culture. 

Through our Indigenous Culture and practices, as well as being of multi-faith, 

are we beginning our healing process.



Blue Quills Catholic Residential School

United Church of Canada Archives, Toronto. From Mission to Partnership Collection. Our pupils, 

Indian Residential School, Edmonton, Alberta [between 1925 and 1936]
http://www.bluequills.ca/our-pupils-indian-residential-school-edmonton-alberta-betwee/

United Church of Canada Archives, Toronto. From Mission 

to Partnership Collection. Our pupils, Indian Residential 
School, Edmonton, Alberta [between 1925 and 1936]

http://www.bluequills.ca/our-pupils-indian-residential-school-edmonton-alberta-betwee/


University Blue Quills

University nuhelot’įne thaiyots’į / nistameyimâkanak Blue Quills became the first Indigenous-

controlled university in Canada. Originally built in the early 1930s and formerly a residential 

school, UnBQ now houses college and university programs for area residents. In 2011, Blue 

Quills celebrated 40 years as Canada’s first Indigenous-controlled education centre.
https://ammsa.com/publications/alberta-sweetgrass/blue-quills-celebrates-new-status-indigenous-controlled-university

"We have been told that native culture was not good, 
and that our customs were no-good pagan rites for so 
long that it was hard for us to believe we were good 
enough [to run our own schools]," said Wood, the 

manager of the nearby Saddle Lake band.
https://www.cbc.ca/history/EPISCONTENTSE1EP16CH2PA3LE.html

https://ammsa.com/publications/alberta-sweetgrass/blue-quills-celebrates-new-status-indigenous-controlled-university
https://www.cbc.ca/history/EPISCONTENTSE1EP16CH2PA3LE.html


Residential School

Thomas Moore, before and after his entrance into the Regina Indian Industrial School, 

Sask. Dept. of Indian Affairs Annual Report, 1897 National Archives of Canada, C-022474



Truth and Reconcilation Commission

&

The TRC's Calls To Action

In 2015, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada (TRC) published its final 

report detailing the experiences and impacts of the residential school system, creating a 

historical record of its legacy and consequences.

The TRC recorded testimony of more than 6,000 survivors affected by residential schools.

Over more than a century, it is estimated approximately 150,000 Indigenous children were 

separated from their families and communities and forced to attend one of 139 residential 

schools across Canada.

One outcome of the report was a document detailing 94 calls to action across a wide 
range of areas including child welfare, education, health, justice, language and culture.

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/british-columbians-our-governments/indigenous-people/aboriginal-peoples-documents/calls_to_action_english2.pdf


Reconciliation – Kairos Blanket Exercise

Reconciliation through Education and Understanding

The KAIROS Blanket Exercise program is a unique, participatory history lesson – developed in 

collaboration with Indigenous Elders, knowledge keepers and educators – that fosters truth, 

understanding, respect and reconciliation among Indigenous and non-indigenous peoples.

Want to know more? Vist the KAIROS Blanket Exercise Website

“The Blanket Exercise will get you, for a time at least, walking in 
someone else’s shoes, and will raise your awareness and 
understanding of Aboriginal people in Canada.”

— Rev. Curtis Korver’s reflections of the Blanket Exercise

http://www.kairosblanketexercise.org/


What is Cultural Safety



Why is Cultural Safety

• Cultural care is the ability to recognize cultural differences 

and respond appropriately to them.

• Fostering meaningful relationships provides an opportunity 

for new dialogues of change between health care providers 

and Aboriginal communities, such as: building trust and 

respect; shifting perspectives of mainstream health care;

improving patient compliance; and increasing the skills and 

knowledge of practitioners.10



How Do You Practice Cultural Safety?



Cultural Awareness and Cultural Sensitivity



Cultural Competence



How Do You Practice Cultural Care?

• Learn about social and health challenges facing 

Aboriginal people.11

• Understand what some key health determinants are for 

Aboriginal people.12

• Recognize the differences and diversities between 

Aboriginal communities and individuals.13

• Be cognizant of your emotions and reactions.14

• Reflect upon your own cultural practices. Reactions 

may be culturally rooted. 



Tipi Teachings

The Following is a Tipi Teaching that we are going to 

share with you so that you will have an 

understanding of our values and how we utilize our 

values to live our Indigenous Culture



15 Poles – Natural Law - Wahkotwin

1. Nahihtam - obedience 9.  Nanaskomowin - thankfulness

2. Meyotota’wew - Respect 10. Pahkwe Numowew - share

3. Tapahteyimowin - Humility 11.  Muskaw’sewin - strength

4. Meyowechetowin - Happiness 12.  Miyo–Opikinawasowin -

5. Sakehitowin - Love good child rearing

6. Tapkeh’tumowin - Faith 13.  Puko’seyimowin - hope

7. Wahkotowak - Kinship 14.  Kanaweyimikosowin -

8. Kanachipumhowin - Cleanliness ultimate protection

15.  control flaps from

the wind



Nahihtam - Obedience

 Good listening skills

 Listening to Elders and parents

 Obedience leads to spiritual insight

 Have discipline to reach your goals

 Developing positive thoughts



Meyotota’wew - Respect



Tapahteyimowin - Humility



Meyoweche’towin - Happiness

 Having an inner sense of peace

 Wake up each day that you have been given another 
day

 When we are happy – obstacles or problems are not 
so large

 A smile does not cost anything – being friendly

 Many First Nations people have a ‘sense of humour’, 
which as become a survival skill



Sakehitowin - Love

 Love is the foundation for everything

 A child needs 20 – 40 positive strokes per day (It 
takes a village to raise a child)

 Natural outcome is higher self esteem

 To be considerate and compassionate to all living 
things

 To remember that you are a part of a family, a 
community 



Tapkeh’tumowin - Faith

 A child to be taught there is a Creator

 Must have faith to have hope

 Understanding Spirituality

 Silence – listening to your spirit

 Prayer 

 Strong character education leads to

Faith and ethics



Wahkotowak - Kinship

 Teaching boundaries

 Teaching the child not to address grandparents, 
aunts, uncles and parents by name

 Son – Nikosis, Daughter – Nitanis

 Pride in knowing family tree

 Build trusting and loving relationships with relatives

 Stressing the importance of knowing who you are 
related to – marriage purposes



Kanachipumhowin - Cleanliness

 Cleaning up your mistakes – amends, restitution, 
forgiveness

 Clean mind – not to gossip, free from judgements

 Putting things in order

 Keeping body clean

 Staying free from harmful substances – spirit 



Nanaskomowin - Thankfulness

 Giving thanks every morning for the life within you 
and that the Creator has given you another day to 
walk on Mother Earth

 Being in a state of thankfulness makes you a happier 
person

 Being thankful of one’s gifts and blessings
 Remembering that we have our families in times of 

need



Wichitowin - Share

 Understanding is enlightened through legends and 
stories

 Sharing our experiences in healing circles

 Sharing your time to help people in need

 Volunteering

 Sharing your blessings



Miyo-Opikinawasowin – Good Child Rearing

 Preparing for parenthood – Rites of passage

 Responsibility

 Teach, role model and mentor virtues

 Understanding he importance of extended family –
grandmothers, aunts, uncles



Muskwaw’sewin - Strength

 Never giving up – to persevere

 Value of life long learning

 Seize opportunities for growth

 Strong mind – connect mind/heart/balance

 Stand your ground with peer pressure



Puko’seyimowin - Hope

 Always expecting positive things to happen in life

 Language and culture to be revived

 Hope is connected to faith

 Ending generational cycles

 Adjust our focus – what is my role?



Control Flaps From the Wind

 We can change our destiny

 Making positive changes in our lives

 We can wake up everyday and decide to have a happy 
day

 Only we know what is best for us.

 Elders have earned the right to speak bluntly about 
life

 Seek guidance



Kanaweyimikosowin – Ultimate Protection

 The Creator

 Always to acknowledge the Creator first

 To remember we are not alone and that we have 
protection

 We are showing obedience to our Creator’s laws



Encouragement

“We cannot change the past but we can make decisions today to 
make a better future for our children and grandchildren”

“No one is more cherished in this world than someone who 
lightens the burden of another”

“We all have a responsibility to prepare the next generation”

"Reconciliation is about forging and maintaining respectful 

relationships. There are no shortcuts." 



Nanaskomon – Thank you all

We thank you all for this opportunity to 

speak with and we pray for blessings of 

reconciliation for us all. Aiyhiy


